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A Golden Month! By Kirsty Liddicoat, General Manager RLO

We’ve had an exciting month here at RLO. We were thrilled 
to host The Honourable Elizabeth Dowdeswell, Lieutenant 
Governor of Ontario on a tour of our Red Lake Operation 
as part of her Platinum Jubilee tour. The Norseman Days 
in Red Lake were back, and RLO was excited to take part 
with our Evolution Mining Booth filled with swag and great 
activities. And we welcomed the relaunch of our in-person 
town halls, highlighting our transformation journey over the 
last two years and our goals for the future. 

July 2022, also marked a golden anniversary. It’s been 100 
years since the first claims were staked on East Bay, north 
of Cochenour by H.W. Cann in partnership with prospectors 
Findlay McCallum, Oliver Johnson (and his sister) and 
George E. Hoyt. Be sure to read the full article on the history 
of the claims and how we are still exploring the area today! 

With summer in full swing, we must be aware of heat-related 
illnesses and always work to conditions, whether on surface 
or underground. Read the article on Heat Stress Awareness 
for the signs and symptoms of heat-related illness and the 
protocols in place to keep you healthy and safe.

We’ve made some great process improvements recently, 
including a new way to monitor material movement with our 
Radio Frequency Identification Device (RFID) Tags. We 
are happy to see positive results already coming from this 
initiative. Read more about the tags on Page 15.

Our Act Like an Owner (ALO) program recognizes inspired 
people making a difference in their roles and contributing 
to making Evolution a great place to work! Team members 
are encouraged to nominate peers whenever they see 
someone going above and beyond to make a difference. 
Check out Page 18 to see all our recent winners and the 
amazing contributions happening across RLO. 

Have a safe and productive month.

Kirsty Liddicoat 
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COMMUNITYCOMMUNITY

Platinum Jubilee Tour

Evolution Mining was thrilled to host The Honourable Elizabeth Dowdeswell, Lieutenant 
Governor of Ontario on a tour of our Red Lake Operation as part of her Platinum Jubilee tour.  
The visit included a demonstration of mechanical bolting in the Campbell Young Dickinson 
(CYD) Decline and a stop at the Crown Pillar. The tour was a huge success and provided a 
unique opportunity to showcase our operations, our commitment to safety, sustainability and 
our community and First Nation partners. It’s not every day RLO hosts Canadian ‘royalty’ to 
site and everyone was excited to participate in this unprecedented visit!

PDAC

Team members from RLO attended the Prospectors and Developers Association of Canada 
Mineral Exploration and Mining Convention in Toronto. The event connected investors, 
exhibitors, organizations and attendees for three days of networking, courses and presentations. 
The convention fostered great conversations with mining industry professionals, community 
and First Nation partners, vendors and suppliers and highlighted opportunities for synergies 
across the business. There was a lot of interest in what we were doing in Canada, the Red 
Lake transformation journey and what the future holds at RLO. It was a great opportunity to 
improve brand awareness and let people know who we are and what we are doing.  

“Many mines and companies are facing similar 
challenges (recruiting/retaining employees, navigating 
digital communication, rising production costs, 
environmental/social license to operate etc.). It 
was great to share our knowledge and engage with 
stakeholder groups, industry leaders and up-and-
comers and address our common challenges in a 
collaborative way.”  Boi Lihn Doig
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Evolution Mining RLO is on Facebook!

Looking for the latest news and updates from RLO? We’re only a click 
away! Join us on Facebook and be sure to like our page to stay up-to-

date on all things RLO.

https://www.facebook.com/EvolutionMiningRLO

Bursary Awards

As part of Evolution Mining RLO’s commitment to fostering sustainable value for the 
communities within which we operate, we are very proud to support our local youth through 
educational scholarships. This year, seven graduating students were awarded bursaries and 
two students were awarded special achievement awards. The bursary award recipients were 
high achievers in academics, as well as community and school involvement. We congratulate 
our award winners and wish them success in their post-secondary education careers. We 
can’t wait to see what they achieve in their futures and hopefully Evolution Mining gets to be 
a part of it!

Congratulation to our 2022 Bursary Recipients: Erica Forsythe, Quinn Brait, Alexander 
Leblanc, Andrew Faulconer, Braxten Durand, Jayda Riffel, and Kobe Rae. A special 
congratulations to Taylor Just and Grace Baranesky for their achievements. Finally, a big 
congratulations to the entire 2022 graduating class of Red Lake District High School!

https://www.facebook.com/EvolutionMiningRLO
https://www.facebook.com/EvolutionMiningRLO
https://www.facebook.com/EvolutionMiningRLO
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Norseman Days

The Norseman Days in Red Lake were back and it seemed as if the entire community came 
out to celebrate and enjoy everything the three-day festival had to offer! 

RLO was excited to host our Evolution Mining Booth filled with swag and great activities. 
Participants could pan for gold, test their mining knowledge and compete for prizes! There was 
even a special guest appearance by a real RLO gold bar!

2022 Explorathon

In June, geologists from different teams across RLO had the opportunity to take part in the 
annual Explorathon event. An Explorathon is a sprint-like event in which geologists collaborate 
intensively on projects to deliver new concepts, observations and exploration targets. It is a 
key event in our geologist’s calendar for professional development and team building. The 
2022 edition of the Explorathon provided invaluable experience, involving 10 RLO participants 
guided by leading experts Francois Robert and Howard Paulsen. Participants attended eight 
different field/mine tours over five days in the world-famous Southern Abitibi region. Geologists 
were then split into teams to present their findings. The winners of the 2022 Explorathon were 
Allan Bieber and Justin Calkin for their observations from the Sigma-Lemaque mine visit and 
how these observations could be applied to targeting new mineralization styles in the Red 
Lake area. 
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A Golden Anniversary

July 4, 2022, marked the 100th anniversary 
of the first claims staked on East Bay, north 
of Cochenour. K954 & 955 staked by H.W. 
Cann were the result of a partnership between 
prospectors Findlay McCallum, Oliver 
Johnson (and his sister), George E. Hoyt and 
H. W. Cann. They were drawn to the area for 
the promise of silver, but McCallum saw the 
potential for gold.

Findlay McCallum conducting tests using a geophysical instrument, summer 1925

According to a letter written by McCallum on 
September 17, 1922, he says:

“Red Lake will be one of Ontario’s richest Gold 
Camps in the years to come and could make 
one of the biggest camps on this continent.” 

McCallum established a winter camp on 
October 12, 1922, and set about surveying 
and assessing several claims. Prospectors 
came and went, but after a flurry of excitement, 
the claims dried up and all was quiet in 
1923, except for a murder (later reduced to 
manslaughter) and a tragic accident involving 

the loss of two men when they went missing 
in 1922. Only one body was recovered in May 
of 1923.

What started as a silver rush in 1922 quickly 
fizzled as the assays coming back didn’t 
support the boasts. Instead, free gold was 
found peeking out from rockfaces across the 
region and by 1926, the Red Lake gold rush 
was on!

The Campbell-Red Lake-Cochenour and 
Bateman gold deposits are located within the 
Red Lake greenstone belt of the Superior 
Tectonic Province. This belt is host to one of 
Canada’s largest and richest Archean gold 
deposits producing more than 26 million 
ounces of gold since the 1930s.

Today, Evolution Mining RLO is still discovering 
the promises of East Bay and the Findlay 
claims. Our Discovery Team spent the winter 
on East Bay using sonic drilling to capture the 
landscape and secrets of the lakebed. The 
enterprise yielded promising results.

Findlay McCallum’s Party at Post Narrows 1922

One hundred years later, we are still unlocking 
the potential McCallum wrote about in 1922. 
And with a life of mine promising returns 
and benefits for the Red Lake community for 
years to come, it’s a pretty golden anniversary 
indeed.

A big thank you to the Red Lake Regional Heritage Centre for 
access to the Parrott Collection images and detailed regional 
history.
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SAFETY PRINCIPLESSAFETY PRINCIPLES

National Injury Prevention Day

July 4 was National Injury Prevention Day 
(NIPD)—a day to raise awareness around 
the importance of injury prevention and aid 
Canadians in living long healthy lives to the 
fullest through education and advocacy. 

In the last newsletter, we highlighted 
Musculoskeletal Disorders (MSD)—repetitive 
strain injuries to muscles, nerves, tendons, 
joints, spinal discs, cartilage—that can lead 
to chronic pain and interfere with our quality 
of life. We also stressed the importance of 
reporting hazards and preventing injuries from 
occurring in the first place!

Injuries can happen anywhere: in the car, in 
our gardens, backyard pools and playgrounds, 
slip and trip hazards and falls in seniors. 

Did you know that unintentional injury is the 
number one cause of death of Canadians ages 
one to 34? Or that injury costs the Canadian 
economy $29.4 billion a year?

Injury prevention is critical to saving lives. 

Quick facts

• 1 https://parachute.ca/en/program/national-injury-prevention-day/

• Every day, 48 Canadians die and 634 are 
hospitalized because of injuries.

• Preventable injury kills more Canadian 
children than any disease, and more youth 
than all other causes combined.

• 75 per cent of injury-related deaths are 
from unintentional causes, such as falls, 
car crashes and poisonings.

• Falls are the leading cause of injury deaths, 
hospitalizations, emergency department 
visits and disabilities in Canada.  1

At RLO, it’s essential we all work together and 
follow our guiding safety principles:

• All injuries and incidents are preventable

• No task is so important that it can’t be done 
safely

• Management takes accountability for safety 
performance 

• Everyone is accountable for their own 
safety and for those around them 

• Everyone is empowered to stop at risk 
behaviour and control unsafe conditions

Think before we act, every job, every day. 
Never hesitate to stop unsafe work and report 
all hazards! Speak to your supervisor and 
keep the Safety conversation going.

� https://parachute.ca/en/program/national-injury-prevention-day/
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Heat Stress Awareness

Heat stress is the broad term used to describe 
a range of health effects from mild symptoms 
to severe and life-threating. Heat stress refers 
to the total heat load a person may be exposed 
to.

This can be a combination of the heat generated 
by the person’s body, the air temperature and 
humidity, the radiant heat from the sun or from 
machines, processes, or rock, plus clothing 
and PPE. 

Heat stress is not caused by heat alone. 
Internal heat production and retention is 
affected by several factors:

• Dehydration

• Excess body weight 

• Lack of acclimatization 

• Different health concerns and medications

• Drug and alcohol use, as well as excessive 
caffeine consumption

Drinking enough water is one of the most 
important things you can do to prevent a heat-
related illness. Some tips to stay hydrated 
throughout your shift include:

• Coming to work hydrated
• Drink water before you feel thirsty
• Employees working in heat stress 

conditions should drink one cup of water 
every 20 minutes 

• Drinking water periodically at shorter 
intervals is more effective than drinking 
large amounts infrequently

• Continue hydrating after work

There are many controls in your work area 
that can reduce your risk of developing a heat-
related illness:

• Increase air movement through proper 
ventilation and the use of fans

• Reduce physical demands of work tasks 
by using mechanical devices

• Limit unnecessary idling of equipment

• Schedule more strenuous jobs at cooler 
times of the day

• Use sun block when working outside and 
re-apply every two hours

• Increase fluid intake

• Follow the work-rest regimen

• Be aware of and report any signs and 
symptoms of heat stress

These tables provide 
the recommended 
work-rest regimens 
for workers exposed 
to potential heat-
stress conditions. 

The goal of the 
outlined work-rest 
regimens is to assist 
in the prevention of 
a worker’s core body 
temperature from 
rising above 38˚C. 
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There is a stop-work protocol in place on site.

When Wet Bulb Globe Temperature (WBGT)  
readings reach or exceed 33°C, the work 
area must be assessed at that time by the 
Supervisor and worker(s) to identify and 
address any factors that may contribute to the 
elevated temperature. 

Once addressed, the temperature should be 
taken again to determine if it has been reduced. 
Work may resume if the WBGT is 32.5°C or 
less. Note: the return-to-work temperatures 
are a half degree lower for a margin of safety. 

If temperatures remain elevated, all work in the 
elevated area must stop to protect the health 
and safety of all workers. Work can only be 
resumed once the temperature falls below the 
return-to-work temperature. 

The symptoms of heat stress can range from 
mild (heat rash or heat cramps) to severe 
(heat exhaustion and heat stroke).

It’s important you recognize heat stress 
symptoms before they become a more serious 
illness. Heat rash and heat cramps are less 
serious forms of heat stress but should 
be treated seriously so they don’t worsen. 

They can quickly progress into heat exhaustion 
and heat stroke, which are extremely serious 
and could be fatal without medical attention. 
Action should be taken immediately. All heat 
stress incidents must be reported to your 
supervisor.

If you or a co-worker are experiencing 
heat stroke, treatment should be provided 
immediately. Make your way to a refuge station 
or the coolest area accessible. Call 8-8-8-8-8 
and request help to transport to surface. 

Knowing how to respond if you or are co-
worker are experiencing heat stroke is crucial:

• Have the person lie down with their feet 
elevated

• If they are conscious, have them sip cool 
water

• Remove any unnecessary clothing

• Cool the person by gently splashing water 
on them, dampen paper towels and apply 
to their armpits, wrists, ankles, and if 
possible, direct a fan or ventilation toward 
them 

Prompt treatment could save the person’s life.
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H2 Passport Winners

As part of our drive to deliver 3,000 safe ore tonnes every day in the second half (H2) of our 
2022 fiscal year, we rolled out the H2 Passport to promote safety, collaboration and alignment 
across the site. Participants had to complete a minimum of eight out of 10 tasks to be eligible 
for prizes.

Thank you to everyone who participated in the H2 Passport initiative. We had some creative 
ideas and innovative improvements submitted. Your dedication to safe production at RLO is 
appreciated. 

Best Productivity Improvement: Congratulations Jerrick Ash 
Jerrick wrote a proposal for a battery-powered welding machine. It allows for faster set up and 
tear down of tasks and repairs. 

Best Safety Improvement: Congratulations Darryl Lavigne 
Darryl constructed a safe-tool rest on a bench grinder to prevent pinch points and prevent 
items from being caught between the guard and wheel.

Random Entry Draw: Congratulations Luc Gignac

Honorable Mentions: Ellie Connolly, Brady White and Sylvia Smith

Congratulations Darryl Lavigne 

Congratulations Jerrick Ash
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SUSTAINABILITY: ENVIRONMENTSUSTAINABILITY: ENVIRONMENT

NIER Program
Evolution Mining RLO has closed out our participation in the Northern Industry Electricity Rate 
(NEIR) Program (April 2017-2022). Our goal was to reduce overall energy consumption and 
power demand while improving energy efficiency through the implementation of operational 
changes and the execution of capital projects.

Of the Energy Efficiency Projects considered under the Energy Management Plan (EMP) 
since 2017, two are currently being investigated, six are underway and nine projects have 
been completed, of which many have become imbedded business practices. Projects vary 
from standard industry practice installations that are sub-$100,000 such as using a power-
save mode on our Variable Frequency Drive (VFD) Upcast Fans to leading-edge multimillion 
dollar partnerships such as Epiroc ST1030 battery scoop of which RLO has the first in the 
world production unit. 

RLO is in the process of updating the current EMP to further support energy management and 
will continue to pursue projects that will result in an overall reduction in operating costs while 
reducing the site’s carbon footprint. RLO is an active participate in the NIER program and the 
financial support received through that program enables the operation to be successful and 
fund additional energy efficiency/reduction projects.

Battery Electric Fleet 

We have audited our mobile fleet and 
replaced multiple pieces of equipment 
with newer and cleaner technology. 

RLO has purchased multiple light and 
production battery electric vehicles 
(BEV). Purchase orders totaling more 
than $12,000,000 have been issued 
for production equipment (4 scoops 
and 1 truck). These BEVs mitigate 
risks associated with diesel equipment 
like ventilation restrictions (ventilation 
requirements can be decreased by nearly 
50% resulting in a significant amount of 
decreased electricity consumption) and 

noise emissions and will reduce diesel emissions underground and improve employee health 
and well-being. They will also contribute to our efforts to manage climate risk and reveal 
opportunities for new partnerships and exploration of innovative markets. 

While COVID-19 has presented challenges with supply, the new fleet is finally on its way! 
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Our Net Zero Future

      In July 2021, Evolution Mining committed 
to reducing our carbon emissions by 
30% (by 2030) and set Net Zero by 2050 
in line with the Paris Agreement.

This commitment recognizes that 
climate change is one of the most 
pressing problems facing all of us 
and that businesses like ours need to 
take serious action if we are to have a 
future business, clean and productive 
environment and healthy society.

We have made significant progress that we can be proud of, and we also have a long way to 
go. The Net Zero Future BBP Project is an important next step. For more on the Net Zero BBP 
Project, please click here to view the Project Charter. It outlines our plan for action to support 
our people and the planet. Stay tuned for updates!

Fish Salvage—Tailings Dam Raise

A tailings dam raise is planned this year to increase the storage capacity of the Red Lake Tailing 
Area. The proposed construction footprint extends into a diversion ditch and a small pond that is 
designated as fish habitat by Canada’s Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO). To prevent 
fish death due to the construction activities, RLO had to obtain a Fisheries Act Authorization 
from DFO, which included a fish salvage program and a Habitat Offsetting Plan. 

The Environmental Team worked with Minnow Environmental to safely capture and relocate 
fish. Methods of fish salvage included backpack electrofishing, hoop nets, seine nets and over 
50 minnow traps! Fishing efforts were sustained for several days until DFO staff were confident 
that the water bodies could be deemed fish-free. Fish ranging from medium-sized pike to tiny 
minnows were safely removed from these areas. 

All fish were released in a safe downstream location near the shore of Balmer Lake. Barriers 
such as silt curtains were installed around the fish salvage area before construction began to 
prevent re-entry of fish into the project area.

https://evolutionmining.sharepoint.com/sites/Home/Shared%20Documents/Forms/AllItems.aspx?id=%2Fsites%2FHome%2FShared%20Documents%2F220322%5FGRP%20BBP%5FZHS%5FProject%20Charter%5FProject%20Net%20Zero%20Future%5FFINAL%2Epdf&parent=%2Fsites%2FHome%2FShared%20Documents&p=true&ga=1
https://web.microsoftstream.com/video/68bf2d3b-a0b1-45b5-93f9-d93fe4816825
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Radio Frequency Identification Device Tags 

Ever wonder how long it takes for ore to make it from stope to mill? Or what grade of ore is 
sitting in our surface stockpiles? 

Geology and Production engage in an intricate dance. Geology highlights the areas to be 
blasted, accounting for tonnes and grade, and production sets the wheels in motion with drilling, 
blasting, mucking, trucking, tramming and hoisting until ore finds its way to the mill. Forecasts 
and estimates are evaluated daily, weekly, monthly and beyond, but the science is hard to pin 
down because what was blasted one day may take weeks to make it to surface. There could 
be an unexpected spike in grade at the mill and the team must backtrack to determine where 
it may have come from. 

If we’ve missed our targets for the month, there’s no concrete way to determine where in the 
system the higher-grade ore might be bottlenecked, or precisely how long a heading will take 
to reach surface. This makes it difficult to accurately deliver to plan, and we are consistently 
adjusting expectations against target. 

The team at RLO knew there had to be a way to improve efficiencies in material movement 
and decided to determine exactly how long ore took to meander its way to the mill and how 
to differentiate one stope or re-muck from another. They initiated an Ore Pass Calibration test 
using pails thrown into stopes and passes in key locations and tracked the buckets’ progress 
visually as they made their way through the system. Impressively, many of the buckets made 
their way along the route, though they didn’t exactly resemble anything close to a bucket by 
the time they reached their destination! 

With a glimmer of success achieved, the team investigated digital solutions to track material 
movement, and after a thorough request for proposal process, TopVu came out (literally) on 
top with their Radio Frequency Identification Device (RFID) OreTags.
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The process: 

• RFID tags are registered with a stope or heading name, or waste/ore call

• In the initial phase, the tags were deployed manually by the Geology Mine Team to stopes 
and re-mucks and trialed by long-hole loaders by scattering the tags on the top sill of a 
long-hole block to be dispersed with the blast (July). In the second phase, the tags will be 
issued to insert in blast holes and given to material movement operators as part of the daily 
process (Aug/Sept)Material will be scanned at checkpoints throughout the system 

• Live data will be sent to the Control Room and key users will receive alerts when material 
has passed a checkpoint

The data collected will provide a more accurate estimate of the type of material moving through 
the system and a better timeframe for when to expect material to arrive at the mill. 

“A lot of people and multiple departments have been involved with installation and helping us 
get this project off the ground, from contractors, to drillers and material movement loaders, 
truckers and hoist crews that might see the tags…we want everyone to know that what they’re 
doing is important,” says Amy Newport, Senior Geologist—Mine—Planning and Geology. “In 
fact, we just submitted an ALO recognizing all the hard work everyone has done to help us get 
a better understanding of material movement at the site.”

Benefits of the RFID OreTags include:

• Identify: ore vs waste in system

• Detect: origin of material—type of mineralogy (ie, high 
versus low sulphur content)

• Understand: circuit retention time and surface stockpile 
inventory and distribution 

• Validate: grade estimates—better prediction of 
anticipated grade

• Support: reports with real data

• Overall: improved recovery at mill = more ounces

“We want everyone to see the hard work we’ve been doing and the results of that hard work,” 
says Newport. “The project has been a tremendous success and we’ve already begun to see 
the value in the data collected.”

Thanks to the RFID OreTags, Geology and Production now have material movement down to 
a science! 

Geologist Olaoluwa Abijo deploying tags into a remuck
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INCLUSION AND DIVERSITYINCLUSION AND DIVERSITY
Evolution wants our people to feel like they can be themselves and speak up at work, as part 
of our values-driven culture. Every day, we want you to know help is available to support your 
physical and psychological well-being. 

July Celebrations and Awareness Days

Take some time to learn more about the various observances and celebrations happening this 
month. 

July 1 Canada Day

An annual celebration of country and community, Canada Day 
can be distinguished by its extravagant displays of fireworks, 
breakfasts consisting of pancakes with real maple syrup and 
Canadian bacon, backyard BBQs, yards and persons festooned 
in red and white and the Canadian maple leaf draped across 
multiple surfaces or flying proudly from porch flagpoles. 

No matter how you chose to celebrate, Evolution Mining RLO hopes you had a Happy Canada 
Day!

Canada Day Trivia

• July 1, 1867: John A. MacDonald became the first Prime Minister of Canada. The current 
Prime Minister, Justin Trudeau, has served since 2015.

• In 1967, Montreal hosted the World’s Fair (Expo 67), celebrating 100 years since Canadian 
Confederation. It was the most successful World’s Fair of the century.

• July 1, 1980: “O Canada” became Canada’s official national anthem. Originally written in 
French, the song was first performed 100 years earlier, on June 24, 1880, in Quebec City.

• On July 1, 2017, Canada celebrated its 150th anniversary. 1

1 https://www.almanac.com/content/canada-day#:~:text=On%20this%20day%2C%20the%20Canadian,front%20of%20the%20
parliament%20building.

July 14 International Non-Binary People’s Day

International Non-Binary People’s Day is observed each year on July 14, and is aimed at 
raising awareness around the issues faced by those who do not fit within the traditional gender 
binary, i.e. those who do not exclusively identify as a man or a woman, or who may identify as 
both a man and a woman, or may fall outside of these categories altogether. Most countries in 
the world do not recognize non-binary as a legal gender. Canada is among several progressive 
countries that include non-binary gender options on passports.

https://www.almanac.com/content/canada-day#:~:text=On%20this%20day%2C%20the%20Canadian,front%20of%20
https://www.almanac.com/content/canada-day#:~:text=On%20this%20day%2C%20the%20Canadian,front%20of%20
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ACT LIKE AN OWNER WINNERSACT LIKE AN OWNER WINNERS

Act Like an Owner

When we act like an owner, we take pride in what we do and strive to bring our best selves to 
work every day because every one of our actions count! 

Everyone has a role to play in helping to reduce costs, embrace change and innovation and 
safely deliver operational excellence. We do this by embracing a values-driven culture. In other 
words, we uphold Evolution’s core values of Safety, Excellence, Accountability and Respect in 
everything we do.

Congratulations to all our recent winners!

Allan Bieber and Paul Salo 

Derek Drystek

Orville Gentes
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Transfers and Promotions

Kristin Valade—Security Guard to Cage 
Tender

Carson Smith
Electrician 

Manasseh Adjartey
Supervisor—Metallurgy

Wes Townshend
Cage Tender

Calvin Cairns
Operator—Mucker

Mike Grandbois
Mine—Surveyor

Charlie Roberts
Cage Tender

Dawn Babin
Security Guard

Haelie Kolbelka Rolfe
Vacation Student—Warehouse

Brandon Phuong
Vacation Student
Mine Engineering

Astrid Botten
Vacation Student—Site Services

Andrew Vleming
Graduate—Metallurgy

Jessica Bodnarchuk
Supervisor—Recreation Centre

NEW STARTERS AND BIG CHANGERSNEW STARTERS AND BIG CHANGERS
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COMMUNITY PARTNERSCOMMUNITY PARTNERS

Did you know?

Red Lake Career and Employment Services provides assistance 
to job seekers and employers, in both Red Lake and Ear Falls. 
Thanks to generous funding, all of their services are free of 
charge. 

Employment Service: All ages program designed for job seekers. Components include any 
aspect related to job search i.e. resume development, cover letters, approaching employers, 
interview skills, follow-up, employer expectations, job retention, etc. Some candidates may be 
assessed for suitability for subsidized job placements with monitoring from staff.

Youth Job Connection: Youth program for ages 15-29, comprised of a Pre-employment 
Preparation (PEP) component of 60 hours mandatory training, followed by a relevant work 
placement. Candidates are paid minimum wage for all hours of PEP, and employer receives a 
training incentive to cover some of the costs of hiring, over a period of weeks.

Youth Job Connection—Summer: Youth program for students aged 15-18, comprised 
of a Pre-employment Preparation (PEP) component of a minimum of 20 hours, maximum of 30 
hours, followed by a summer or part-time placement during the school year. Candidates are 
paid minimum wage for all hours of PEP, and employer receives a training incentive to cover 
some of the costs of hiring, over a period of weeks.

We update and post a Job List, for Red Lake and Ear Falls, every Wednesday – check it out! 
https://www.redlake.jobs.ca/Job Zone Contact: (807)-727-2297/ redlakejobs@shaw.ca

This Employment Ontario service is funded in part by the Government of Canada and 
the Government of Ontario. We are locally sponsored by Red Lake Margaret Cochenour 

Memorial Hospital.

https://redlakejobs.ca/job-zone/
mailto:redlakejobs%40shaw.ca%20?subject=


Stay tuned for the next volumne of
Please provide feedback and story ideas to RLO Communications

OUR
RED LAKE

How are we doing?

We are deeply connected to our local communities. We recognize 
our impacts as a major community employer and partner and 
believe that conducting business honestly and respectfully requires 
open communication.

Anyone who believes our business practices or operations are 
having a positive or negative impact on the community, the 
environment or on their quality of life is invited to voice their views. 

You can submit community feedback, praise, complaints or 
grievances to RLOcommunity@evolutionmining.com or by phone: 
807-735-8032

You can also submit by mail:

Community Relations
Evolution Mining RLO
Bag 2000
Balmertown, ON P0V 1C0

mailto:marissa.campbell%40evolutionmining.com?subject=Our%20Red%20Lake%20Newsletter
mailto:RLOcommunity%40evolutionmining.com?subject=
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